Commercial sheet

Cabourg by Nedda
Cabins
Specifications

Technical assets

+ Matt black profiles
+ 5mm Transparent glass
+ Screwless profile
+ Anti-lime treatment

+ Dimension : 80 x 120 x220 cm
+ Integrated faucet
+ Integrated nozzles
+ Installation of the roof by interlocking
+ Anodised matt black profile
+ Thickness of profiles : 1.4mm

8 available versions :
- Back panel : red/white lines or super white
- Acrylic silicon free shower tray : black or white
- Pivot or sliding door
For red version : white acrylic anti-slides shower tray + removeable
skirt
Back panels with red/white lines

Tempered glass with beveled and rounf angles to ensure securiy to
the end-user.
Doubled reinforced shower tray. With five feet including one central
foot to get a complete stability
Front access
Contact us. Several
versions to
customize are
available for shower
cabin Studio Nedda.
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Added value

Product innovations

+ Innovated and unreleased design drawn by Studio Nedda
(Flanders Culture Award for Design)
+ Easy mouting
+ Swivelling headshower
+ Anodised profile for a long-lasting using
+ Pure acrylic shower tray (PMMA). The color and material won't be
deteriorated during the time
+ Free specifications offered : many possibilities to customize
+ Innovation : the water supply flexible hose for the headshower is
integrated within the top profile

Super White
We transform the Premium glasses in our workshops with our own
glass machines, with special care and permanent controls. The
back panels KRONE are equipped with PURE WHITE technology,
which offers an extra white color with long-lasting brightness.

Nano Care
Made in Germany with 5 years warranty, our anti-lime treatment
brings a long-term transparency to the KRONE shower enclosure. If
normal use, the water and lime stains won’t remain on the glass
surface : a minimal scraper use is enough, most of the residues
disappear without any effort. The daily maintenance is fast, easy
and ecological.
The superhydrophobic coating provides a robust defence against
the build-up of limescale and soap scum
Nano-Care treatment does NOT include PFAO.

Super Integrated
Thanks to a special connection, the assembly of KRONE products is
easiest as possible. This technicity guarantees purity and elegance
to KRONE products.
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